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During the last year a series of papers on the derivation ofintegral equations for scattering proces· 

ses have appeared. These papersl-6 havethe common'feature, that arialyti~ properties of partialwave 

amplitudes are studied and employed from begimiing. As a consequence, .th.er~· 6ppears a limitation on 

the domain of convergence in the unphysical region due tothe sp~ctr~l functiohs of Mandelstam's tepre-
. -· . . ' . 

sentation. 

Recently, we derived7,8,9 the system of equationsJor ·1fN -scattering using rather different 

approach. It is based on the dispersi~~ relations. at fixed scattering angl~ which enai)le us to make detai

led investigation into the analytical properties in the unphysical region. It·leads us to a new recipe for 

the derivation of.the integral equations for partial wave scattering amplitudes. 

The essential point is·the followiug. As is well known two kinds of approximation are usually 

made in the derivation ofthe integral equation !l,om the dispersion relation and unitary condition. 

l) The two particle intermediate state approximation of the unitary condition is made. The con-. . - . . . ' 

tribution to the imaginary parts of the scattering amplitudes from intermediate states involving three or 

more particles are usuallyneglected. 

2) Only waves of th~ low.angular momentum states are taken into account. The .contribution from 

the waves of the highest angular momentum states are usually neglected. 

The first approximation can be justified in the low energy phenomena. The second approximation 

is consistent with the first in the physical region. However, one has to be very careful in throwing away 

the higher waves in the unphysical region. As w~- sha~lshow below in a number of important cases, the 

second approximation leads to larqe ,errors in the unphysical region even at low energies. For the sake 

of illustration, we discuss in detail the simplest case cifthe . '1f' 'Ir -scattering. A short summary of the 

results on the 1f .N ::.scattering is. then given. . 

The dispersion relations for the 1f' 'ii -scattering at fixed value of cos .a ::r c .. hos the fol

lowing form: 

J/ ( .J, c) (l) 

- Cllb 

-J t '/.." is the square of momentum incim.s. of the reaction I. The loca~ion of the point a. depends 

on c . cmd is shown in Fig. l. In the unphysiCal region - o0 < \J < a. .·· .• Jwt.IJ is usually expressed 

in terms of the partial wave amplitudes o£reaction II and III ·by means 'of analytic continuation with the 

help of the Legendre expansion. The expansion fails. at. the point . 8. on the boundary of the region where. 

the spectral function does not va~ish. Even before reaching .the poi~t. /l .. , there is a large region, 
' ' . ' ~ . . . ._ . ' ":._ . 

where the distance from the physical region is coll'!parable with that from the point ! . It is unlikely, 
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. that the_ scattering amplitude in this region can be approximated with reasonable accuracy by keeping 

only a few terms of Legendre expansion. Using the· spectral representation, we can put the dependence 

of the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude on cos i • ~ in an explicit form~ This dependence is 

determined by the denominators l:'% c appearing in the representation; where t .- :::i ~ s-/".2 )j 
According to the theorem of Heine 

== E {2l #- .t.)Q1 tz:;Pe (:;c). 

'*" 

{ 

z::rc ( 2 ) 

·The usual approximation consists in representim the denominators by the first two terms of the above 

expansion. The accuracy of this approximation can be estimated as follows. Let us put ~ - 3, which 

corresponds to the threshold of the first inelastic process. Since the most important contribution comes 

from the neighbourhood of I I the value of -s I is chosen to be that corresponding to the point 

B. C is determined by c and jj . The results of the calculation is given in the following 

table for two-different scattering angles . c ::~~ 1 and c::aO. 

c 

1 

0 

-c 

11/3 

I -,r~z 
OJB1 
1.125. 

Q",'PJ -r3c Q, £1: J 

0.273 

0.405 

Thus; ·such approximation can lead to large errors for c !II o. 

Error 

3% 

' • 
' -·.·-

The partial wave dispersion relation can be obtained by inte_grating equation ( 1 ) 9ver c 

from - 1 to + 1 after being multiplied by li ( f, ). It is then evident that there is a large do-

main in the unphysical region where such approximation can not be used even if the region beyond 

v 1 ==- [, = -10 is cut off. 

To avoid introducing a new parameter the cutoff momentum /., into the theory, Chew and Man-

delstam let /,• DO after dropplng the . J. and highef; waves. Actually, if the equation ( 1 ) after 

one subtraction is used, the coefficient. o{thi J.- wa~; b~h~es lik~ 1.;;:~ at ·~-_. c::io • It is 

doubtful. whether the contribution from the high energy unphysical regionis sufficiently suppressed by 

one subtraction, . so that the solution of the equation does not depend sensitively on the value of L. 
Actually, Fraser and Fulcc/2/ used similar method to treatthe problem·ofthe nucleon structure and the - . . . . . . .. . 
· .N .JI -annihilation. A part of their results depends sensitively on the value of the_ cutoff mo111entum. 

The same situation exists fo~ the case of TcN· scattering. Due to the kinematics peculiarity 

_ ( M .;p f" ) the cosine of the; reaction's arigle in ~~ii~.il+:ii.tak.es complex values~n the unphysi~ 
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cal region. There also exists region where Legendre expansion converges, but thefirst two.terms of it 

give a bad approximation. 

To avoid thesedifficulties common to various processes we propose another general approach 

to the problem of deriving integral equations for low energy processes from the dispersion relations and 

unitary conditions. The idea is as follows. It is known experimentally, that only a few angular momen-
, ._ ... - ~ . 

tum states are important at low energies. To determine these states theoretically, it is sufficient to 

have expressions for the scattering amplitudes ( and Its derivatives ) only at a few angles.' There is no 

need of using dispersion relations. for all scattering angles. Now it is evident from Fig. 1. that the range 

of the validity of analytic continuation by means of L~gendre expansion. varies greatly with different ang

les. We propose to choose those angles for deriving integral equations, for which the Legendre expansion 

fails only at the distant part of the unphysical region. The forward and backward directions are especial

ly favorable in this case, since the path of the .£j.spersion integral never intersect the boundary of the re

gion where the spectral functions do not vanish, ·the problem of the breakdown 'Of the Legendre expan-

sion never aris-es. 

'·'This program .is carried ?ut in/10/ for the-case of 7T1i. -scattering. The Taylor expansion 

with respect to: cos 9 in the.neighbourhoodof. cos .9 = is employed there. Theobtaine_d equations 

. for the partial ~-~ves ar~ d-ifferent from that of Chew and Mandelstam with ;egards to the structure of the 

integral in the. unphysical region. 

The numerical solution of these equations is now in prOgress. It ispcissible,· that the solution bf 
the equations is considerabiy different' fromt!l6t of Chew aniM~ridelstam, if the • p-wave is important. 

The above mentioned method is applied to the problerriofthe 7iN -scattering in the works/8,9/, 

It is to be pointed o~t, that CGLN/11/ actually employed this method in their work on the 11 N . .,scat':' 

tering. They employed an expansion in the neighbourhood.of cos 8 = 1. However, if .the unitary condi

tion is limited to the two particles intermediate state approximation the influence of the process . : : 

1{'~11'~ ,.Y1"A/ on 1i.N- scattering is absentfor cos 8 ==-1.. The influence. of this process on the 7TH
scattering is the greatest at cos 9~;_1. Therefore the dispersion relations for the backward scattering . 

is employed together with that for forward scattering in the- pape/8/ for the 1l'.N- scattering, The equa- · 

tions obtained have to be solved simultaneously with that for the 1i .,..:r; -.AI.,..;; process·;In the paper191 

an expansion in the neighbourhood of cos ··e = -1 . is used. Under certain approximation the system 

of equations is obtained for the partial waves 'li'H -scattering amplitude, in the kernel ofwhich:the 

7i li -scattering phase shifts appear. If the phase shifts of the 1i 1i -scattering are put equal to 

zero in the equation obtained in/8,9/ then the principle terms (in an expansion in powers of 1/M) coinside 

with ones of CGLN 11, It is then possible to estimate the sign and the order of magnitude of s-wave 

scattering length of 1itr "scattering fi:om -the p-phase shifts of 7i./ -scattering at the threshold. The 

value-obtained-is 0.9/ /*' which agrees with the results of/12/, The same problem is discussed in the 

pape/4/, However, the effect of s-wave 7i 1i -scattering is not taken into account at all there. For this 
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reason, the results obtained in/4/ can not be considered reliable. 

Recently, the method proposed in this paper has been used for the derivation of the integral · 

equation for the partial waves of the .. 7r K- scattering/13/ and the KN- scattering/14/, 

Note added ·In proof ( May 81 )· 
-==--========---===== 

In a recent paper ( UCRL - 91Z6) Chew and Mandelstam discovered that In 
the case of '1f' :Ji -scattering 'when the p•wave Is large ·at low energies, the In• 
tegral equations previously formulated ln/1/ require a cutoff' and the 8olutlon 

become" unstable, 
Therefore our orltlolsm to the equations of pape,lll reoelves further oo!iflr· 

matlon. 
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